Elevator Kit, AE - xA Series
★ Enable To Mount A Larger Size of Antenna In the Small Tower
★ Easy Installation and Adjustment

This AE-x series is an elevator kit enable to lift up and down antenna unit smoothly and speedy using a small winch unit. It makes
it possible to proceed the antenna installation work easily since the elevator track can lift down to the extreme lower level above the
ground. It can mount even a larger antenna that exceeds the limit of the tower can handle if user makes it practice to lift down the
antenna when it is typhoon season or when wind is strong.
The structure of the elevator is simple since the mechanism of this
elevator truck ascend and descend along with 2 rails that are vertically mounted along with one side of tower face. It contributes a
lot not only for easy installation but also for easy maintenance too. This elevator kit can be installed also after the case that the
tower has been already constructed.
* For these elevator kits not listed below, contact us.

Model No.

Applicable Tower

AE1A 11C

KT11C

AE1A - 13C

KT13C

AE1A - 15C

KT15C

AE1A - 18C

KT18C

AE2A - 15

KT15R

AE2A - 18

KT18R

AE2A - 20

KT20R

AE2A - 22

KT22R

AE3A - 5

KT5M

AE3A - 6

KT7M

AE4A - x
AE5A - x

KT - S, SR Series

AE6A - x
AE7A - x

KT - 50S, SR Series

－

Elevation Motor ED-150-x
This ED-150-x is the winch of electric motor type, that can drive
to ascend and descend the elevator truck easily and speedy.
Model No.

Applicable Tower

ED - 150 - 1

KT - N, M, C

Series

ED - 150 - 2

KT - R, S, SR Series

ED - 150 - 3

KT - 28SR other

ED - 150 - x
Antenna Weight

100 kg

Ascent / Descent Speed

Approx. 10m / min.

Power Required

100V AC / 5A

Weight

20 kg

* Elevator wire is optional.

